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Abstract. Software Product Line (SPL) architecture refactoring is typically performed to keep pace with changing environment, such as client platforms, operating system, language compilers, development tools, external third party components and database managements systems. Product Line Architecture (PLA) is a shared architecture for a set of closely related applications. In this paper we report the experience conducting a case study on PLA refactoring analysis to be used as an input to the next stage within the process of its refactoring. Quantitative data are collected from a product line for business applications in a financial institution. The overall goal of the case study was to understand the current characteristics of the PLA with the intention of improving it and making its necessary adaptive and preventive maintenance changes. We propose a refactoring analysis steps for product-preserving type of product line refactoring to ensure improved PLA quality attributes.
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1 Introduction

One of the most successful approaches to planned and proactive reuse of software assets is Software Product Lines (SPL) approach. SPL is defined as a set of software-intensive systems sharing a common, managed set of features that satisfy the specific needs of a particular market segment or mission and that are developed from a common set of core assets in a prescribed way [1]. A software product line (or software product family) relies on a common product line architecture (also called reference architecture) to achieve a substantial increment in product cost, quality and a time to market. Product Line Architecture (PLA) is a base for all components that are used by individual product in the product line. Architecture represents the significant design decisions that shape a system, where significant is measured by cost of change [2]. Therefore, the reference architecture development is a key activity for organizations following a SPL approach since this core asset allows to keep pace with changing environment and with market’s present and future needs. Specifics of product line refactoring differ from refactoring in general, which is usual practice in software development. To give additional insights into product line refactoring specifics, we summarize experience from a refactoring project we performed using FORM (Feature-Oriented Reuse Method [3]) process method.

2 Related work

Refactoring in general, not specific to product lines, are typically traced to the dissertation of Opdyke [4]. Refactoring is the process of changing a software system in such a way that it does not alter the external behavior of the code yet improves its internal structure [5]. A good source of refactoring in general in object-oriented programming is the book by Flower [5]. However, in the context of product lines, this definition is not sufficient, because it does not take into account a whole family of applications and their relationship with the common reference architecture. Alves et al. were among the first to propose to extend traditional notion of refactoring to software product lines [6]. Thum et al. proposed an automated analysis to identify refactoring on feature models [7]. In this paper, we use extended traditional notion of refactoring, in which SPL refactoring is a change made to the structure of a SPL in order to improve (maintain or increase) its configurability, make it easier to understand, and cheaper to modify without changing the observable behavior of its original products.
3 Case and study selection

The subject of this study was an implementation of PLA for business applications in a financial institution. There are 7 business applications using the same PLA as a base to provide the required user functionality to the business users of the institution. Examples of such applications include loan processing application that allow users to process a loan request, credit card scoring application that allows users to calculate the application score for a new credit card application, etc. PLA consists of three large subsystems as shown in Figure 1. Client for Java applications, Shared components used on client and on server side of the applications, and Server which consists of Business Logic and Server Persistence layers. The starting version of the reference architecture is based on Java 1.5 and the target refactored Java platform is Java 1.7. Also, the starting version support Java client applications only, but target version should support web based Ajax enabled client applications. Since Java 1.7 supports many of the valuable language features which may help to improve the quality attributes of reference architecture, our domain analysis include the capabilities of the proven programming approaches and techniques such as: Aspect Oriented Programing (AOP), Annotations, Inversion of Control (IoC), and some others.

![SPL Reference Architecture](image)

Refactoring of a product line is an important activity which needs to be planned since the changes performed reflects not only a single application, but a set of artifacts that may be used to generate a whole family of applications. The study we present here reflects the refactoring performed as a reaction to a feature smell, a perceived problem in the source code, which belong to an adaptive and preventive category of software change [8]. Adaptive changes are made in reaction to a changing environment such as new language compilers (e.g. Java 1.7), new operating system, third party external components, database management system, integrated development environment and tools, etc. Preventive changes are made to improve future maintainability and reliability of the product line components. Unlike adaptive reason for change, preventive changes proactively seek to improve quality attributes of the future product line applications and the reference architecture components.

Overall, the central focus of this study is the improvement of PLA maintenance quality attributes, especially changeability and stability. Changeability measures the impact made to a component of product line to the rest of the reference architecture components and related product line applications. Increasing number of external third party components dependency which are referenced by product line reference architecture components or applications periphery components, impacts the stability of product line. Changes to the external third party components is a threat to the stability of a product line. These changes should be addressed by delegating the responsibility of the changes to the reference architecture rather than leaving them to be handled by product line applications separately.

Product line includes core assets (reference architecture components and application components) and individual applications (products) composed from those core assets. Synchronizing the release of features and components in core assets with the product releases is a key to managing product line. The release of a product at a given point in time requires that core
assets used by product meet or exceed the quality and functionality for that product release. Figure 2 illustrates the synchronized product line release generations (Baseline 1 through Baseline Refactored) occurring on annually intervals [9]. In between there were monthly synchronization points, based on user requirements or maintenance changes. Time is shown across the top horizontal axis. At the bottom of the figure are the applications (products). Note that during three years the number of products increases. The refactored baseline, the last release of the baseline is the final (“to-be”) release of the product line, which we target by this refactoring activity.

![Figure 2. SPL releases](image)

4 Analysis procedure

We have selected to use the FORM, an architecture design process to serve as basis for obtaining Baseline Refactored release. FORM is a systematic method that looks for and captures commonalities and differences of applications in a domain in terms of "features" and using the analysis results to develop domain architectures and components. The model that captures the commonalities and differences is called the “feature model” and it is used to support both engineering of reusable domain artifacts and development of applications using the domain artifacts [3]. Applications users and software developers are both familiar with use of the term "features" when communicate a product characteristics in terms of “features the product has or need to have”. FORM is based on a commonality analysis expressed in a domain model in terms of features. FORM process is shown in Figure 3, where different types of features is considered: functions provided by products, technical operating environment, application domain technologies, and implementation techniques.

![Figure 3. FORM Engineering Process](image)

4.1 Feature location

By analyzing the product line reference architecture implementation and its 7 applications source code, configuration parameters and technical documentation including variability guide, we have identified the product line features. We divided the product line features into the two broad categories, one referring to reference architecture technical features and the other to application business logic features. The features represent functionality a user would select when customizing business applications. There are 25 server layer reference architecture technical features, and 26 client layer reference architecture technical features for application engineering process to select when composing an applications. Also, there are 49 business logic server features and 60 client presentation logic features to select when customizing an application. From these features we have selected 25 server reference architecture and 49 business logic server features for actual refactoring. The rest, mostly client presentation logic features, will be refactored once the new web-based reference architecture and its components are developed.

Figure 4 shows a partial feature diagram of server reference architecture implementation before refactoring.

![Figure 4. Feature Diagram](image)
Table 1 shows the steps we have followed to do PLA analysis. After finding current state of product line features, we needed to analyze the Java source code to find the potential candidates for subsystem refactoring. To analyze the subsystem structural complexity we used Design Structure Matrix (DSM) tool named Cambridge Advance Modeler (2010). The method of analysis we applied is called sequencing. This form of partitioning analysis involves reordering rows and columns of the DSM to minimize cycles (i.e. to arrange the feature components with as many interactions as possible below the diagonal). The reordering of the DSM rows and columns is done in such a way that the new DSM transforming the DSM into an upper triangular form.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Order</th>
<th>Activity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Analyze feature dependency clusters (DSM)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Find unused variability</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Find unused features</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Find fat products</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Find duplicate code in alternative features</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Analyze historical usage of PLA features</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Analyze new user requirements</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In this study we use reference architecture implementation feature component as a unit of analysis. Components as unit of analysis contain
functions and data structures associated to the same feature. The initial order as shown at Figure 5 is the result of initial random analysis. However, after applying a Partition Matrix sequencing method the components are reordered as shown at Figure 6. The cells above the diagonal are marked (in circle), which means that circular dependency among the components exists.

Software dependency can be static or dynamic. Static dependencies, generally known as “compile time” dependency use the concept that one component is required to compile another components. The tools used here are good enough to discover static dependencies, while dynamic dependencies such as ones that use Java reflections are possible to discover just by manual analysis.

PLA architecture documentation shows that dynamic dependencies are consistently used to identify and invoke server side business methods. In other cases the architecture documentation prefers to avoid using reflection.

4.2 Reference Architecture Analysis

Next, we have applied general refactoring steps, shown in Table 2. After applying these steps for general refactoring, we have found one external component that is not supported by supplier after Java 1.5 version and need to be replaced by an alternative solution. Eclipse IDE shows many Java classes, interfaces and methods used by current product line.
implementation that are deprecated. The alternatives have to be analyzed and sample have to be tested in order to apply them to the product line. All errors have to be corrected and warnings need to be suppressed or corrected by more appropriate programming instructions. PLA components with similar code are identified using Eclipse plugin CodePro Analytix™ tool [10]. We have identified 60 matches, a potential candidates to merge into one class. To find bugs we used Eclipse Refactoring feature and found 51 matches which needs to be corrected. We have found 4 potential candidate aspects to isolate in the reference architecture modules to be responsible for crosscutting concerns: exception handling, logging, performance measuring and business feature interface authorization. To facilitate communication among developers, refactoring analysis findings have been collected in refactoring catalog and describes using a uniform structure: name of activity, motivation, addressed code smell, actions needed for actual change, preconditions, priority, dependency, risk assessment, and etc.

5 Conclusion and future work

Business applications, in the context of software product lines, rely on a common reference architecture which is usually developed based on a client-server and layered architectural styles. The reference architecture is designed to provide coherent picture of the different components to be used throughout the different products. The components can be arranged into a useful configuration by restricting what each one is allowed to use. In this paper we use the terms subsystem to decompose of the whole product line into: reference architecture components, client components and server components. The major objective of this study was to investigate the product line components relation types based on the implementation of software product line for business applications in a financial institution. Investigating components refactoring in the context of product lines is interesting, because components are used not only in a single product, but they may be used to generate a whole family of products. Typically, refactoring is performed as a reaction to a code smells such as: duplicated code, long method, large class, long parameter list, however, software product lines give rise to a new group of code smells.

We plan to use the findings from this process as an input to the next step of converting current release of the product line PLA to the new refactored baseline.
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